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The smart home system that offers
all-round home comfort. Switching
lights On and Off, dimming, regulating the room temperature and
controlling blinds/curtains.

Certifications and product solutions
for enhanced security in the smart
home, e.g. KNX IP Secure for the
encrypted transmission of messages
between KNX devices.

Convenient programming of presence
and motion detectors via smartphone
and theSenda B remote control.
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Dear readers,

All new Theben products

In the age of digital, networked systems, the subject of security is increasingly
coming to the fore. Theben has recognised the particular challenges of safe
and secure time, light and climate control in the smart home and beyond. For
example, our security solutions ensure that KNX building systems offer the
best possible protection against hackers. Speaking of which, the security of our
LUXORliving smart home system (p. 4/5) is currently being certified by the VDE
Association for Electrical, Electronic & Information Technologies (p. 6/7).
Get to know some of our security solutions on page 6/7 – and experience
the great feeling of being able to rely on our products at all times. In this
brochure, we also present you with a range of additional innovative products.
From theLeda B LED spotlight (p. 8) and the specialised thePassa corridor
sensor (p. 11), all the way up to the theSenda Plug app for the easy programming of motion and presence detectors via smartphone (p. 12).
On that note, we can promise you that you will always be in safe hands
with Theben.

LUXORliving smart home system
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Making your
home smart
LUXORliving smart home system
The smart home system that offers all-round home comfort. Switching lights On and
Off, dimming, regulating the room temperature and controlling blinds/curtains.
LUXORliving is so easy to assemble, install and use that you don’t need to be a
specialised fitter. And the best thing: LUXORliving now offers even more practical
functions to make the smart home system even smarter.
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Simple
start-up

Convenient
WLAN control

via LUXORplug Windows software, without ETS

...

Free push
button selection

Flexible
BUS wiring

thanks to open binary inputs and push
button interfaces

Presence
simulation

via LUXORplay iOS/Android app

for user-defined assignment of applications
to buttons

Certified
KNX devices
for maximum sustainability

Removable system
control centre
for quick access and flexible upgrade
options with LUXORliving IP1

NEW

Simply select the devices and define the start
conditions (time, light), duration and number
of switching operations in LUXORplay.

All info & videos at: www.luxorliving.co.uk
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CONEXA-3

TC 649 control box

KNX IPsecure router

More secure
means more
secure
KNX IPsecure interface

Theben solutions for enhanced security with respect to time,
light and climate control
Whether smart energy, smart grid, smart metering or smart home.
When intelligently networked, digital technologies are what count,
ensuring protection against unauthorised access and data protection
play a central role. Find out here why we never compromise when it
comes to security. And familiarise yourself with some of our security
solutions. Because more secure means more secure.
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CONEXA BSI certified
Verified security with the CONEXA Smart Meter Gateway
To enable us to develop and produce our CONEXA Smart Meter Gateways, we
have to comply with the most stringent requirements of the German Federal Office
for Information Security (BSI). These relate, on the one hand, to the security of
the devices. Thus, in the certification process, the requirements of the BSI Protection Profile BSI-CC-PP-0073 for Smart Meter Gateways, of TR 03109, of PTB-A
50.8 and of the FNN specifications are observed.
What's more, we have established a stand-alone development and production
environment covering approximately 300 m². Its IT systems are not connected

to the company network or the Internet. Windows, doors and walls fulfil an
increased resistance class according to DIN EN 1627. Perpetrators who use
axes, crowbars, hammers and chisels, or battery drills also stand no chance
of gaining entry.
Only selected staff who have a chip with a personal PIN are granted access to
the rooms. In case of an emergency, the burglar alarm system calls an emergency
control centre, which immediately sends in the security staff.

Total control. Maximum efficiency
TC 649 control box for central light control in branch organisations
In branch organisations such as grocery stores or fashion
chains, lighting has until now been controlled in each individual
branch. This allows individual lighting concepts to be established, for example to take different public holidays in different
regions or Sunday opening times into account. However, this
isn't all that efficient, as each branch has to call in a technician if they need to make any changes. With the new TC 649 control box, the
lighting in every branch can be controlled easily and reliably from the company's
headquarters. The connection is established via LAN. Data can be transferred in
three ways:

Secure
LAN
connection

Unicast
From one end point to another end point in the network
Multicast
From one end point to as many end points as you like
Broadcast
From one end point to all other end points

The protective jacket for KNX systems
KNX IP router and KNX IP interface with KNX IP Secure
KNX home and building automation systems with an Internet
connection or operating concepts via LAN and WLAN increase
the risk of tampering by unwanted intruders. KNX IP Secure in
the Theben KNX IPsecure router and KNX IPsecure interface
now ensures that messages sent via KNX devices are authenticated and encrypted in IP networks. This guarantees that KNX
messages cannot be read or tampered with. With the KNX IP Secure mechanism, KNX devices are able to establish a secure communication channel,
which makes sure of the following:

Maximum
security in
IP networks

Data integrity
KNX IP Secure uses an authentication code for every message in order to
prevent attackers from transmitting messages that have been tampered with

to gain control of the system. The code is used to verify that a message has
not been altered and that it has come from the right communication partner.
Freshness
KNX IP Secure uses sequence identification to prevent messages from being
recorded and replayed at a later occasion without tampering with the content.
Confidentiality
KNX IP Secure uses encrypted network traffic to prevent unauthorised access
to the sent data. Encryption takes place via a symmetric key with AES-128
CCM algorithms.

Protection against data theft in the smart home
VDE certification of the LUXORliving smart home system
Increasing acceptance of smart home technologies is also causing fears con
cerning data theft and tampering to grow. The VDE smart home certification
aims to assist manufacturers and developers of smart home systems. In addition
to implementing consistent test standards, it is used to verify the interoperability
of systems and technologies as well as to test information security, data protection and functional safety.

The BSI security standard Common Criteria and BSI “Grundschutz" (baseline
security) provide the basis for the test specifications. These criteria have been
developed based on the requirements of smart home environments and broadened to include aspects relating to data protection.
The good news: the LUXORliving smart home system is currently being
certified by the VDE!
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Always
illuminating

High
power

LED technology

IP 55

protection class

theLeda B LED spotlight
theLeda B is a powerful LED spotlight with driverless high power LED technology. It delivers
motion or daylight-dependent lighting control and is ideal for use on business premises in areas
such as loading bays and ramps or entrances.
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theLeda B20

theLeda B30L

Dimensions: 180 x 198 mm

Dimensions: 180 x 130 mm

Highlights
The following models are available:
- 20 W with detector (WH: 1500 lm, BK: 1400 lm)
- 30 W without detector (WH: 2100 lm, BK: 2050 lm)
- 50 W with and
- 50 W without detector (WH: 3600 lm, BK: 3500 lm)
- O
 ptimum light distribution
Thanks to prismatic reflectors and matrix LED
arrangement

-	Reduced maintenance
Thanks to the long-life LED panel with a 30,000 hour
service life
-	Reliable operation
Robust die-cast aluminium housing, polycarbonate
lens, protection class IP 55, LED spotlight (without
detector) has IP 65
-	Easy assembly
Easy-to-access screw terminals and adjustable
360° mounting brackets with hooking device

theLeda B50

theLeda B50L

Dimensions: 300 x 288 mm

Dimensions: 300 x 220 mm
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Ceiling
installation

IP 54

protection class

Quite simple
Ever-present

Highlights
-	
Easy ceiling installation
With flush-mounted box
-	
Large, round detection area
Max. 64 m² at a room height of 4 m
-	
Easy to program
Via theSenda remote control

Theben theRonda S UP presence detectors
for ceiling installation
The new theRonda S UP presence detectors for ceiling installation
are perfectly suited for reliable presence-dependent lighting control in smaller office rooms or side rooms with daylight. Thanks to
their protection class IP 54 rating, they are also suitable for use in
wet rooms.

-	
Many comfort functions
Teach-in function, scenes, self-learning time delay,
short-term presence, etc.
-	
Flexible operation
Connection option for push buttons or switches
for manual switching with automatic detection of
"push button/switch" (semi-automatic) or as fully
automatic device.
-	
Protection class IP 54
Safe use in wet rooms
-	
Master/slave functions / HVAC applications
For cost-effective extension of the detection area
and ventilation control via an additional relay output
(theRonda S360-101 UP).

Ceiling
installation

Remarkably
discreet

IP 54

protection class

Theben theRonda S KNX presence detectors
for ceiling installation
The new theRonda S KNX presence detectors for ceiling installation show off their strengths where a discreet design that blends
in with the room and maximum cost efficiency are needed. For
example, in individual offices, side rooms with daylight and wet
rooms (protection class IP 54). theRonda 360 KNX FLAT DE is
particularly impressive thanks to its super flat housing which is
only 5 mm thick.
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Highlights
-	
Flat design
theRonda 360 KNX FLAT DE is just 5 mm thick
-	
Large, round detection area
Max. 64 m² at a room height of 4 m
-	
Easy to program
Via ETS or theSenda remote control.
-	
Easy calibration of brightness measurement
By entering the measured lux value via remote control
-	
Many comfort functions
Teach-in function, scenes, self-learning time delay,
short-term presence, etc.
-	
Easy assembly
In false ceilings using spring clips (theRonda 360 KNX
FLAT DE) or surface mounting (theRonda 360 KNX AP)
-	
Protection class IP 54
Safe use in wet rooms

Separate

Efficient lighting
in tight spaces

control

thePassa corridor detectors
thePassa are the new presence detectors for presence-dependent,
energy-efficient lighting control in corridors, hallways and storerooms.
Thanks to two detection areas that can be controlled separately, both
detection zones can be precisely separated, switched on and off and
controlled (KNX version).

-	
Two individually controllable detection areas
Total detection area of 5 x 30 m with two detection
zones that can be switched on and off individually
(in the case of KNX and DALI models, separate light
measurement for each detection zone for optimum
constant light control)
-	
Chaser light (KNX)
Recognises the direction of movement of the people
in the room and “predictively" switches on the lights
in adjacent rooms
-	
Aura effect (KNX)
Switches on the lighting group when there is a person
in its detection area and dims the adjacent lighting
groups – for better orientation and greater safety.
-	
Walking direction recognition (KNX)
Increased comfort, e.g. thanks to automatic opening
of doors when a person is approaching.
-	
Protection class IP 54
Safe use in wet rooms

88 m

40 m

Highlights

Installation
height
Montagehöhe
6m 6m
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App-solute
programming ease

Smart

programming

theSenda Plug app for presence and motion detectors
theSenda Plug is the new, user-friendly app for easy programming of indoor and outdoor detectors.
Parameters are sent by Bluetooth to the theSenda B remote control and from there transmitted
by infrared to the detector. This allows the parameters on most Theben presence and motion
detectors to be set quickly, easily and safely, particularly detectors with a wide range of functions.

theSenda Plug app

theSenda B remote control

theSenda Plug app highlights

theSenda B remote control highlights

-	Can be used anywhere
Free app for iOS and Android smartphones

-	Can be used anywhere
Remote control for many Theben and ThebenHTS indoor and outdoor
detectors

-	Automatic updates
All detectors are pre-installed and automatically updated
-	Simple detector searches
Automatic, using the filter function or stored parameter sets
-	Flexible parameter settings
Parameter sets can be saved specifically according to the customer, be
filed in parameter libraries or be established externally and imported
-	Download the theSenda Plug app for free:
Apple Store or Google Play Store
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-	Built-in lux meter
Easy to calibrate the brightness measurement using the theSenda Plug app
-	Flexible communication
Via infrared with the detector and via Bluetooth with a smartphone
-	Large range of functions
Switching and dimming for three lighting channels, two scenes, customised
button allocation

Infinitely variable
coloured and white light

Infinitely
variable

DALI-Gateway KNX plus
With the new DALI-Gateway KNX plus, infinitely variable lighting colour, brightness
and colour temperature can be set according to Device Type 8.

DALI-Gateway KNX plus

Highlights
-	Precise lighting control
Lighting colour, brightness and tunable white can be set
in accordance with IEC 62386-209:2011 (DT 8).
-	Flexible connection options
Connection of up to 64 DALI participants to one DALI output. Individual
control of up to 64 EBs. Up to 16 groups can be switched, dimmed or set
to a defined value.

-	Everything under control
Status and error information for visual display.
-	Diverse modules
Scene module for up to 16 different groups. Effect module for
sequential control.

-	Ideal for emergency lighting systems
Operation of self-contained-battery emergency luminaires in accordance with
EN 62386-202, as well as emergency lighting systems with a central battery.
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IDE

More time
for what matters
Digital time
switches top3

IDE
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For decades now, Theben time switches have been the measure of all things when it

IDE
600 W
LED output

FÜR LED
L
A

Flexible
programming

Keep the high LED inrush currents firmly under
control thanks to the new zero-cross switching.
top3 provides 5 times more LED output than top2
(max. 600 W).

Create programs directly at the top3 device, on a
PC or laptop, or via app on a tablet or smartphone.
Save programs conveniently in the cloud and send
them to customers or colleagues via e-mail.

Secure
transfer

100% compatible
with top2

Transfer programs easily via the Bluetooth Low
Energy OBELISK top3 to the top3 device. This is a
safer option, since only built-in Bluetooth receivers
are susceptible to tampering.

Save time and money when changing devices: As the
terminal layout is identical, top2 accessories can also be
used with top3. Read out top2 programs with the new
Bluetooth Low Energy OBELISK top3 – or your existing
OBELISK top2 – and transfer them to top3 devices.

This is how it works!
Discover how easy programming and transferring
can be with top3.

www.youtube.com/TheThebenAG
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IDE

comes to functionality, reliability and ease of use. We have sold over 10 million of our
top2 devices worldwide, proving that our discerning customers love our products. With
the new digital time switches in the top3 series, we are now reaching the next milestone
in terms of performance, energy efficiency and programmability. All in line with our
motto, “energy saving comfort”.

FOR LED
L
A
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HMT 6 S KNX

HMT 12 S KNX

More intelligent
heating control

Efficient
without a
room
thermostat

HMT 6 S/12 S KNX heating actuators
The new HMT 6 S/12 S KNX heating actuators can be easily fitted in the heating circuit
distributor via mounting rails. They offer a range of high-performance functions which
significantly increase the energy efficiency of the heating system.

Highlights
-	Flow temperature adjustment to meet requirements
Automatic calculation of the maximum actuating value for energy-efficient
adjustment of the flow temperature to actual requirements.

-	Customisable heating circuit pump control
Participation of each channel in no, one or both pump controls. Automatic
cut-off when heating or cooling energy is not required.

-	No KNX room thermostat needed
Flexible use of each channel as a heating actuator or heating controller only
requires a simple temperature sensor rather than a KNX room thermostat.

-	Practical protection functions
The valve protection stops the valves from becoming stuck if no actuator
changes have taken place over at least 7 days. The emergency program is
run in the event of actuating value or actual temperature failure.

-	Variable output signal
24 V or 0–10 V control makes the adaptation to existing systems easier and
broadens the choice of compatible actuators. The 0–10 V signal allows for
particularly fine tuning of the temperature with the actuators.
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Efficient communication
via electricity
Meteodata 140 weather station now dS ready
The new Meteodata 140 weather station is now also available “dS ready”. This means
that the successful KNX-weather station is now also available for digitalSTROM.

Highlights
-	Transparent housing
Integrates the weather station harmoniously into any house façade –
whether timber, concrete or eternite panels – and any colour scheme, etc.

-	Three light sensors
Measure the position of the sun from three directions and enable independent
control of slats and blinds on eight façades.

-	Anemometer on the bottom
Detects wind, regardless of the wind direction, and measures the wind speed
even in snow and ice.

-	Quick mounting and start-up
Thanks to the sockets and the pre-programmed universal and sun protection
channels

-	Capacitive rain sensor
Prevents misinterpretations, such as confusing morning dew with rain, and
ensures the reliable control of awnings and skylights in the dS-system.
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Overview – the new
Theben products
LUXORliving smart home system
Function

Channels Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

2

LUXORliving T2

4800402

from stock

-

4

LUXORliving T4

4800404

from stock

-

8

LUXORliving T8

4800408

from stock

-

4

LUXORliving S4

4800420

from stock

-

8

LUXORliving S8

4800425

from stock

-

16

LUXORliving S16

4800429

from stock

-

Binary input

6

LUXORliving B6

4800430

from stock

-

Heating actuator

6

LUXORliving H6

4800440

from stock

-

4

LUXORliving J4

4800450

from stock

-

8

LUXORliving J8

4800455

from stock

-

2

LUXORliving D2

4800470

from stock

-

4

LUXORliving D4

4800475

from stock

-

Room thermostat

-

LUXORliving R718

4800480

from stock

-

Weather station

-

LUXORliving M140

4800490

from stock

-

System control centre

-

LUXORliving IP1

4800495

from stock

-

Power supply

-

LUXORliving P640

4800990

from stock

-

LUXORliving "Drives"
1x system control centre LUXORliving IP1, 1x power supply LUXORliving P640,
1x weather station LUXORliving M140, 1x blind actuator LUXORliving J8,
2x push button interface LUXORliving T4

4990010

from stock

-

LUXORliving "Lighting"
1x system control centre LUXORliving IP1, 1x power supply LUXORliving P640,
1x switch actuator LUXORliving S8, 1x dimming actuator LUXORliving D4,
2x push button interface LUXORliving T4

4990011

from stock

-

LUXORliving "Drives & Lighting"
1x system control centre LUXORliving IP1, 1x power supply LUXORliving P640,
1x weather station LUXORliving M140, 1x switch actuator LUXORliving S8, 1x dimming actuator
LUXORliving D4, 1x blind actuator LUXORliving J8, 4x push button interface LUXORliving T4

4990012

from stock

-

Push button interface

Switch actuator

Blind actuator
Dimming actuator

Starter packages

top3 digital time switches
Program

Weekly program
Astro program
-

Channels

Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

1

TR 610 top3

6100130

from stock

6100100

2

TR 612 top3

6120130

from stock

6120100

1

SELEKTA 170 top3

1700130

from stock

1700100

2

SELEKTA 174 top3

1740130

from stock

-

-

Bluetooth OBELISK top3

9070130

from stock

-

Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

DALI-Gateway KNX plus

9070929

from stock

Functional
enhancement

HMT 6 S KNX

4900373

April 2018

4900273

HMT 12 S KNX

4900374

April 2018

4900274

KNX components
Function

DALI-Gateway
KNX heating actuator
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the Leda B LED spotlight with motion detector
Motion
detector

Colour

White
Yes
Black
White
No
Black

Output

Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

20 W (1500 lm)

theLeda B20 WH

1020883

May 2018

-

50 W (3600 lm)

theLeda B50 WH

1020887

May 2018

-

20 W (1400 lm)

theLeda B20 BK

1020884

May 2018

-

50 W (3500 lm)

theLeda B50 BK

1020888

May 2018

-

30 W (2100 lm)

theLeda B30L WH

1020685

May 2018

-

50 W (3600 lm)

theLeda B50L WH

1020687

May 2018

-

30 W (2050 lm)

theLeda B30L BK

1020686

May 2018

-

50 W (3050 lm)

theLeda B50L BK

1020688

May 2018

-

Colour

Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

White

theRonda S360-100 UP WH

2080520

June 2018

1040360 with back box,
1040370,
2000000

Grey*

theRonda S360-100 UP GR

2080521

June 2018

2000801

White

theRonda S360-101 UP WH

2080525

June 2018

1040372, 1040362
with back box

Grey*

theRonda S360-101 UP GR

2080526

June 2018

-

White

theRonda S360 Slave UP WH

2080530

June 2018

-

Grey*

theRonda S360 Slave UP GR

2080531

June 2018

-

theRonda S UP presence detector
Detection
area

Type of ins- Channels
tallation

Light

64 m2

Flushmounted

Light | Presence

Slave

theRonda S KNX presence detector
Detection
area

64 m2

Type of ins- Channels
tallation

Colour

Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

Surfacemounted

White

theRonda S360 KNX AP WH

2089550

Available

1039550

Grey*

theRonda S360 KNX AP GR

2089551

Available

1039551

White

theRonda S360 KNX FLAT DE WH

2089560

Available

1039560,
1079215, 1079216

Grey*

theRonda S360 KNX FLAT DE GR

2089561

Available

1039561

Colour

Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

White

thePassa P360-101 UP WH

2010300

June 2018

2010090/2010080

Light | Presence

Grey*

thePassa P360-101 UP GR

2010301

June 2018

2010806/2010809
2010807/2010810

Slave

White

thePassa P360 Slave UP WH

2010330

June 2018

-

Grey*

thePassa P360 Slave UP GR

2010331

June 2018

-

White

thePassa P360-221 DALI UP WH

2010340

June 2018

-

Grey*

thePassa P360-221 DALI UP GR

2010341

June 2018

-

White

thePassa P360 KNX UP WH

2019300

June 2018

2019290/2019280

Grey*

thePassa P360 KNX UP GR

2019301

June 2018

2019803/2019809
2019804/2019810

Ceiling
installation

Light | Presence

Light | Presence

thePassa corridor detector
Detection
area

System

Channels

230 V

5 x 30 m
DALI

KNX

Light | Presence

Light | Presence

theSenda B remote control and theSenda Plug app
Function

Type

Item no.

Available

Replaces item/
discontinued model

Remote control with app

theSenda B

9070985

June 2018

9070675

* Note: Special production with longer delivery time!
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Active, interesting and
always up to date:

Facebook

Google +

YouTube

Theben AG
72401 Haigerloch, Germany
Germany
Tel. +49 7474 692-0
Fax +49 7474 692-150
info@theben.de
www.theben.de/en

9900614 0718 Subject to technical changes and improvements.

Twitter

4 003468 990704

